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In the ever-evolving workplace, there still
isn’t a “one-size-fits-all” solution that can
answer the important questions around
how to safely move an organization into
the future while also minimizing potential
risks. Even prior to the pandemic, however,
businesses were beginning to adopt
workplace analytics to assist with these key
decisions, improve conditions, and better
manage their workforce and work spaces.

decision-makers have a deeper level
of understanding that can shape
policies and inform strategies. The
information can also be used to decide
on hybrid or remote work schedules,
office reconfigurations, and upsizing or
downsizing the organization’s footprint.
Despite the advantages, without proper
communication to your employees around how
utilization data is collected and used, it can also
create distrust within the workplace. For example,
badge entry is commonplace within offices across
the world. Not only does it allow employees to
efficiently enter the workplace, but it also acts as
an additional layer of security. Most employees
don’t question this type of data because they can
understand the importance of this tool. But do you
think they would still be question free if they knew
that the information that’s collected can be used
to analyze which specific employees are entering
the workplace and the times, they’re doing this?
Probably not.

Why Transparency Matters with
Your Workplace Utilization Data
People don’t trust the internet. Despite that wellearned cynicism, the global population produces
increasingly large volumes of data every year. By
2025, Statista predicts that big data revenue will
reach $68 billion, with projections of up to 185
zettabytes of data produced annually.

This begs the question:
What would make everyone
more comfortable with
data collection and use?
A 2019 Gartner survey reported that employees
are more comfortable with workplace analytics
when their organization reveals precisely what
they are monitoring and why they are collecting
employee data. That kind of transparency is the key
to alleviating employee concerns while building trust
and positive employer-employee relationships.
This document will further explore the importance
of transparency in collecting office utilization
data. We will also look at the benefits that space
utilization sensors and space optimization data
offer employees and how 4SITE can provide
comprehensive assistance.

Even as internet users, employees, and consumers
witness this record growth, it’s still difficult for some
people to trust Big Tech in their personal lives. With
a number of organizations utilizing technology
to better understand how their workforce and
workplace are performing, this same sense of
distrust towards the internet can spill over into
workplace practices for data collection.

big data revenue, with projections
of up to 185 zettabytes of data
produced annually by 2025, as
predicted by Statista

Why Transparency Matters with
Your Workplace Utilization Data
In speaking with 4SITE customers, we’ve found that
there isn’t one single reason that employees take issue
with workplace utilization technology and data collection.
But a common one is fear of being monitored and the
repercussions that may follow.

“The problem isn’t that employees are
afraid of how companies will use data
collected but rather they don’t want to feel
like they are being ‘parented’ or punished
for not being at their desk. They are afraid
of the ‘big brother’ aspect.”

Leo Perez

4SITE Enterprise Account Executive

businesses view privacy as a
critical business objective that
is capable of building trust,
enhancing efficiency, and even
reducing sales delays, according
to a 2022 Cisco survey.4
Workplace strategists and senior leadership recognize
that being in one place is not how to measure
productivity in, or out of the office. The office of
the future must take into consideration that an
employee will likely use multiple areas within the office
throughout the day to accomplish different tasks or
as they work with different teams. Measuring for the
performance of space to create better environments
for its users is the ultimate goal. Which makes the need
for organizations to put strategies into place that will
assuage employees’ concerns even more important.
The solution is transparency and a commitment to
protecting employee privacy.
The more transparent an organization is, the
stronger their employee engagement, culture, and
communication will become. Clearly communicating
what data is collected, how and where it’s stored, and
the security measures in place to protect it can go a
long way to easing employees’ concerns and building
strong, trust-based relationships, which benefits the
entire organization.

Using Space Utilization Data to
Provide Value to Employees
Ideally, transparency and policies surrounding employee data
collection will leave everyone feeling empowered and as
though they have a semblance of control. For example, some
organizations have an internal portal that enables employees
to manage and update their data. Organizations should also
consider instituting a checks and balances system to ensure data
is handled safely and ethically.
All that effort into increasing transparency is meaningless if it
doesn’t provide value to employees. What’s more, employees
echo that sentiment. Harvard Business Review’s survey also
revealed that 90 percent of employees would allow employers to
collect data as long as it benefits them somehow.5
Space utilization data is a prime example of employee data
that’s critical for efficient business operations, particularly
in the post-pandemic workplace, and capable of producing
employee benefits. These insights can inform everything from
whether to renew a lease, change your office footprint, or where
to reconfigure your existing workplace to create a more ideal
environment for employees.
In today’s workplace, employees aren’t filling every desk
and sitting there for eight hours a day like we once knew.
This underscores the need for space utilization data and the
importance of how these insights make it possible to thoroughly
understand how space is used, allowing leaders to get the most
out of an office space while reducing costs and inefficiencies.

For example, an organization may have 100 desks
available for employees. After gathering utilization
data, decision-makers may see that only 60 desks
are used at any given time. This information can
drive the kind of important decisions on how the
company should continue using the space to best
benefit everyone without wasting real estate, time,
and money. Furthermore, this same company could
decide to remove 20-30 of those desks and create
an employee lounge that could be used to retain
talent or create additional collaboration areas or
conference rooms.

In the long term, space utilization data helps
organizations create workplaces that perform and
fulfill employee needs while boosting productivity.
Capturing the data that’s needed for this is an
essential part of modern business operations. So
too is transparency with employees and the ability
to use that data to everyone’s benefit.

of employees would allow
employers to collect data as long
as it benefits them somehow.
according to Harvard Business
Review’s survey. 5

While other data capture technology may feature
intrusive components that compromise employee
trust, 4SITE protects PII by providing:

High-Level Details
Without Compromise:

The Benefits of Working with

4SITE by CORT

Reliable, valuable data and transparent policies surrounding
how an organization uses that information have the power to
transform the workplace. Literally and figuratively.
It’s in this area that 4SITE by CORT truly shines. 4SITE sensor
technology is designed for transparency, which can help
organizations build trust and strong relationships with their
employees. When it comes to “addressing privacy and the ‘big
brother’ pushback you may hear from employees and leadership,
4SITE is quite the opposite” shared Leo Perez and this is true.
4SITE sensors are assigned to an asset like a desk, office, or
conference room and doesn’t collect personal identifiable
information (PII) that’s tied to any specific person. Unlike badge
data (which is tied to an individual), IP logging (where IT can see
everything an employee does online), or camera sensors (which
can identify individuals), 4SITE sensors are anonymous and help
leaders understand what spaces are or aren’t used, how long
they’re in use, and more.

4SITE’s tagging system provides detailed views of
office space utilization while keeping user information
completely anonymous by assigning each sensor a tag
to differentiate desks and areas throughout the office.
Leaders can view how their space is being used broadly
by searching for tags like #secondfloor, or they can look
at very specific areas for high-level detail, for example,
#secondfloor + #finance + #privateoffices.
This would allow leaders to view how private offices
designated to the finance department on the second
floor are utilized.

Secure, private, and
transparent data
you can trust:
4SITE’s data is encrypted and sent
from the sensor device. through
the gateway, and to a Cloud Hub via
cellular service, thereby not requiring
access to your network.

Additionally, 4SITE helps organizations
with unifying data the right way by turning
workplace data into smart data. This is done
through tailored widgets that are found on
our dashboards. These widgets compare
utilization across assets so users have the
ability to see multiple custom data sets
made up of real-time occupancy rates from
across different areas of the office.
Today’s workplace requires employee
data collection, a practice that more
organizations are embracing. Transparency
in the way data is collected and handled is
the key to not only collecting data ethically,
but also to building trust with employees.

If you’re ready to get started
with capturing actionable
workplace utilization data,
4SITE by CORT is here to help.
Contact us today to set up a
demo and to learn how we can
transform your workspace without
comprising your employee’s trust
in your organization.
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Ultimately, using the right tools in
combination with transparency can
deliver the data-driven insights
that decision-makers need while
safeguarding employee privacy.
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